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Ouchi A tip-in basket with less than
ticks left on the overtime clock gave
Aggies their third PCAA loss on the
basketball season ................
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Logan symphony patrons received top-ofthe-line treatment Wednesday as new Utah
Symphony conductnr Joseph Silverstein led
the orchestra. . . . . . . . . .
Page 11
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Response to Old Main fire
being given a closer look
Among the questions raised by the
Dec. 19 Old Main fire was that of how
soon the police and fire officials respond
lo fire alarms and calls from campus
Professor Derrick Thom of the
geol{raphy depanment said he had difficulty in drumming up aid for fighting
the blaze.
After a flourcscent light cover fell from
the- fixture, smoke increased and a crack
Wil.'I uncovered, displaying the actual
magnitude of the blaze, he said
" I immediately returned to Room 300
and dialed the (campus) operator,"
Thom said in a statement to USU police
aJ1er the blaze.
Thom continued, "I explained there
was a fire on 1he north end of Old Main,
thud floor. The operator informed me I
nraied physical plant and I was
tramfered. I again explained the situation
and wa~ informed I should have caJled
security My call was then transferred to
s«urity and before I had a chance to explain the situation J was asked co hold 1he
line I was apparently pi.it on hold. By
this time smoke was filtering into the
room and John Roy called me from the
hall that smoke was increasing and I
hould leave the room. Accordingly, I left
the room and vacated the building before
I had a chance to talk to someone at
lfi:urity.
\\"h('n asked about Thom's account,
USU Poli<"eChief Larry Arave said,
•·Thom w~ never put on hold. No one
was put on hold by this departmeni
They are \\-·rong."
So how exactly do the authorities respond to emergency fire calls?
Chid Arave said all fire alarms on
campus are first checked out by USU
police prior to notifying the Logan Fire
~partmen1
Regardless of the building,
111 structure, location or function, all fires
~poned _IOthe USU Security Office will
~rive direct response from "a state cerufim•· campus policeman - not city
firccrews, he said.
"Nin<" out of 10 alarms are false,'' said
A:rave "It {prior checking) doesn't
hinc:kr safety. \.\'e are within seconds of
any building on campus."
Arave said he believes housing deserves
no different fire treatment and that the
lame policy 1s as effectivf' for housing

buildings as for academic and administrative ones.
"We've had car fires and dumpster
fires and the system has worked well thus
far," he said.
DeWitt Birch, USU fire marshal),
agreed. "Last year we had 134
resJXJnses," Birch said. "We want tO respond to each one, but left to the city (fire
department) it would leave Logan
residents unprotected. The Logan fire
department doesn't have the manpower
or the equipment. I would love to turn
this over to Logan."
Birch continued, "Sending a security
crew over first could, of course, hinder
the rescue but nobody has enough money
to invest in an investigation crew to run
around and check out these things. False
alarms arc set off all the time by
workmen, dust, people playing. Some
people seem to think it's real funny tO
pull the fire alarms.
.especially at the
dorms around finals time."
Logan City Fire Marshall Danny
Dever, however, said he ~ould prefer
responding directly to any alarm on campus.
"¼'hen the fire station was taken off
the campus wc asked that a few buildings
remain on direct response,'' he said.
''My assumption was if there was reason
to believe there was a fire in any of these
buildings we would be called immediately." Dever said the structures he wanted
on direct call were the president's old
home, the industrial arts building, the
chemistry building and Old Mam.
"There is no direct alarm system only
a direct (telephone) line," he said
To receive direct and immediate fire
attention on campus, a call must be placed directly to the Logan Fire Department.
Although an alarm did go ofT 1ns1de
Old Main when the blaze began, the light
on the fire panel at the USU Security Office did not light up.
A USU police officer conducting personal business in Old Main at the time
the fire broke out heard the alarm go off
and was able to begin evacuation immediately and direct the firemen once
they arrived, Arave said.
When asked what would have happened had the officer not been on hand at
the exact time of the blaze, Arave said,
Crews battle Old Main blaze Dec. 19. Some officials suggest
"l don't want to speculate."
the need for direct alarms to USU buildings.
J Wam.sley photo
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Aldrin drums up support
for permanent moon base
WASHINGTON (AP) - Buzz Aldrin, who walked on the
moon with Neil Armstrong, says his old employer, NASA, is
wrong in wanting a space station as its next major goal.
Ameri cans, he contends, should go back to the moon and
build a permanent base there.
"The solar sy~tem's most desirable space station already
has six American flags on it,'' he said in an interview .
"That's the moon. Let 's use it and not turn it over to
foreign pioneering frontiersmen. "
Aldrin and several individuals and aerospace groups are
trying to drum up support for a lunar base as the White
House nears a decision on an expanded nationaJ space policy
for this century. Some are supporting a letter-writing campaign to President Reagan.
The president may announce Lhe new policy in his State of
the Union message Jan . 25. Details would follow in his proposed fiscal 1985 budget to be presented Feb. 1.
There is sharp division within the administration on what
course America should take in space. But there are indica tions Reagan will strongly endorse an orbiting station, which
for years has been the No. 1 priority of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
NASA officials, noting Reagan 's recent call for a "grander
vision" in space, said he also may support start-up money
later in this decade for a scientific station on the moon,
perhaps as an embarkation point in the 21st century for a
manned trip to Mars.
Preliminary I 985 spending projections given this month to
GOP congre ssmen by Budget Director David Stockman show
the administration wants to add $6 billion to NASA's budget
over the next five years. That 's a huge increase for an agency
that has seen lean years and about the right figure for space
station development.
Reagan wants to "recap tur e the vision of Apollo" and
seeks the best way to do that, said Reagan science adviser
George Keywort h .
The president hinted at his direction in a speech last October on NASA's 25th anniversary. He challenged the agency to develop more visionary long-term goals instead of just
focusing on winning approval of a permanent manned space
station.
"We're not just concerned about the next logical step in
space," Reagan said. " We ' re planning an entire road, a
'high road' if you will, that will provide us a vision of
limitle ss hope and opportunity."

Personal income up 3.2 percenr
WASHINGTON (AP) - Americans' per·
sonal income was up 3.2 percent in 1983 after
subtracting taxes and inflation, a six-fold improvement over recession-wracked 1982, the
government said Thursday.
Economists said the increase in U.S.
disposable income reflected the country's
healthy recovery in 1983, but some warned
1984 won't present so rosy; a picture.
The 3.2 percent increase compared to a 0.5
percent rise in 1982. Helping that was the final
round of personal income tax cuts in July and
the surge in employment as 4 million more
Americans found jobs. And for all 1983, consumer prices should be up only 3.2 percent.
Commerce Secretary Malcolm Baldridge said

the increase was an even larger 5 percent whlia
compared between the fourth quarter of 1982
and the fourth quarter of 1983 - marking dllf
best improvement since 1977.
But he and other economists said Americ:1111
probably will not do as well in 1984.
"With the tax reduction program behind 111,
this year's growth in income and spending wl
be slower," Baldridge said in a statement.
At the White House, presidential spokesma
Larry Speakes said "the prospects for a IUltained recovery are very good" because of
stady increases in both personal income and
consumption.
For the year, personal income was up 6.S
percent, compared to a 5.9 percent in 1982

Soviets raise new objections to Olympia
MOSCOW (AP) - With just six months
left before the 1984 Summer Olympics, Soviet
officials Thursday raised new objections to
preparatjons in Los Angeles and left open
whether they would take part.
Marat Gramov, head of the Soviet Committee for Physical Culture and Sports, accused
the U.S. State Department of interfering with
an agreement to provide for travel and safety

of Soviet Olympic athletes, and complained die
Soviet Union's "Olympics attachen had beea
barred from Los Angeles.
They are the latest in a long list that the
Soviets began drawing up shortly after the
U.S. boycou of the 1980 Moscow Games.AIIII
U.S. protests launched to bar Soviet athleta
from the Games after the Soviets sho1 down a
South Korean airliner Sept. 1 have funher
politicized the 1984 Olympics.

Giant Pandas face chance of starvation
WASHINGTON (AP)One-fourth of the
Giant Pandas in the wilds of China face starvation this year, and an equal number must find
new grazing areas because of a severe shortage
of bamboo, American environme::ntal experts
reported Thursday.
"There are less than 1,000 Giant Pandas existing today in the wild," said Russell Train,
president of the World Wildlife Fund. "And
Giant Pandas are facing their greatest threat in
the wild in recent history."
At a news conference with Dr. George
Schaller, one of the world's leading panda experts, Train said the wildlife fund has pledged

$200,000 to support Chinese plans to reKUe
and treat starving pandas.
''We estimate that a quartrr of the pandam
the wild face a real emergency," said ~
who is assisting the Chinese in planning tc
porary facilities to hold and feed the pandu
until bamboo growth is sufficient to feed them
"The height of lhe crisis will be later 1his
year."
Schaller, who is director of the New York
Zoological Society's animal conservation
center, said the Chinese have started a propaganda campaign in remote mountain areal
to alert villagers to the problem.

ID corrected
Lead levels low
COALVILLE (AP) - State
health officials say possible
lead contamination resulting
f'rom mill tailings in the Park
City Prospector Square areas
is not serious, but the state
plans to do a study on 1he exlent of contamination.
Arca residents and state and
local government officials met
Wedne!Klay night in Coalville
to discuss elevated traces of
)("ad that have been found in
the tailings .
Stal<' oOicials became aware
of the problem of mill 1ailings
containing lead when Park City officials sough t help from
the Utah Heal1h Department
on coniuruction s1andards and
tests were done on the soil in
the area
Or. Richard Johns, slate
epidemiologist, sa id it's
unlikely rt·scarchers will find

dangerously high levels of lead
in humans living in the area.
"I think people are very
concerned for no reason at the
immediate moment," he said.

Wright will run
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
- Salt Lake attorney Robert
Wright officially announced
Thursday he'll seek the
Republican nomination for
governor of Utah, promising
to bring an end to years of
"crisis management "
Wright said he hoped to
finish "the job we started four
years ago" when he lost to incumbent Democrat Scou
Matheson by a five percent
margin.
Mathes on has not announced whether he will seek a third
term.
Wright blamed Mathe~n 's
administration for aJlowing

overcrowding to develop in
prohibited Ms. Bouvia from
prisons and schools, and also
starving herself to death at
said Matheson had poorly
Riverside General Hospital
handled the state's continuing
while medical workers provide
flood crisis.
her with pain-killers and per"I'd like to suggest that
sonal care to ease the pain of
what we have is an underlying dying.
crisis in how this state is being
All seven justices par~
managed," Wright said. "I
ticipated in the ruling not to
don't sec how we could have a grant a hearing to Ms.
major crisis in every area of
Bouvia, who is a quadriplegic.
government."
Four votes are required to
grant a hearing and there
were none.

Request rejected

CHICAGO (AP) - The
California Supreme Court on
Thursday rejected a bid to
cerebral palsy victim Elizabeth
Bouvia for the right to starve
herself to death while receiving
pam-killers and hygienic care
in a Riverside hospital.
In a brief order, with no
comment, the entire court
denied her request to overturn
a lower court decision that

Ms. Bouvia, 26, who has
said she is 1ired of a life of
agony in "a useless body,"
had sought to prevent her
discharge from the hospital
unless it was to a facility
where she could make the
decisions as to her own care
and nourishment ,
Riverside County had asked
the high court to refuse to
consider her plea

In Wednesday's iuue al
the Staltsman,Jan Bacon..
identified as a clinical
psychologist. Bacon ii adllllly a licensed clinical IOCial
worker and is presently
working toward his dodofllt
in psychology.
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Cha plain lectures
•
against
arms race
,,uclca r deterrence." But
Johnson said the peace was a
coinc idence and "coi ncidence
is not cause."
Terror and the threat of annihilat ion is the basis of
nuclear policy, he sa id.
Johnson spoke of the Soviet
peop le saying, ''just like us, 11
the Soviet people are aspir ing
for peace.
"The U.S. cannot abandon

By PAM HARMON
staff writer

Forme r chap lain Kermit Johnson claims Americans are participating

in a spiritual awakening.

A spiritu al and moral
awake nin g is occur ing in the
United States, according to
former U.S. Army Chaplain
Kermit D. Johnson who spoke
in opposition to the nuclear
arms race Wednesday.
Johnson quoted Pope John
Paul II saying, "From now on
it will only be through concious effort and deliberate
"Americans must be
policy that humanity can surrealistic, not just
vive."
J ohnson said he felt a
emotional"
spiritual, moral awakening in
,its moral heritage and use the
process, in individuals who
Russ ians as a s;apegoat," he
care about human beings.
said. "Each person must make
''There must be an interest
a
personal choice and each
in saving the human species
and not just saving your own
(person) is significant."
Johnson is a Presbyterian
neck," he said.
''This interest is going on in minister and former Chief of
Chaplains, Department of the
the minds and hearts of the
U.S. Army. He is the author
American people - a deep
of numerous articles on
spiritual commitment politimilitary
ethics, pastoral concians don't understand."
cerns and nuclear issues. He
ft is the duty of the
American people, he said, to
currently serves as associate
director of the private Center
develop an awareness of the
nuclear arms situation, "and
for Defense Information in
to be realistic, not just emo·
Washington D.C.
tional" about the• issue.
His lecture held in the Student Center Wednesday afterHe quoted U.S. Secretary
noon was sponso red by the
of Defense Caspar
Uta.hos United in Opposition
Weinberger: "There has been
to the Nuclear Arms Race.
38 years of peace because of

Steve A danu pho to

Winning: the ultima te for competitor Marsh
By J.D . BOO GERT
•ports edi tor

For steeplechaser Henry

Marsh, winning isn ' t
everything; it's the only thing.
At least until August at the
1984Summer Olympics at
LoiAngeles it's the only
thing.
0
l'd much rather have an
Olympicgold medal than a
world record," he said. "I'm
l..c:otr)petitor. I go into a race
not to aec have fast I can run,
butto sec if I can win. The
.Qlympic gold medal is the

uliimate.

''I' m not thinkin g past the

Olympic games on Aug. 10 as
far as my future is concerned."
The 30-year-old Brigham
Young Universit y graduate
addressed a Convocations
Series audience Thursday in
the Kent Concert Hall.
Marsh, who was ranked second in the world in the
3,000-meter steeplechase ·in
the latest issue of Tracieand
Field News behind Patriz Ilg of
West Germany, is an attorney
by profession, practicing for
the Salt Lake City law firm of
Parsons, BehJe and Latimer.
Most of his time, however,
is dedicated to his trainirig and
to his duties as a member of

the Executive Board of the
U.S. Olympic Commit ee and
the Athleti cs Advisory Training Committee.
Jug glin g his time between
his law practice and his
athletic res ponsibiliti es has not
proved to a problem financially, he said, beca use his
employer pays him on an
hourly basis and allows him
freedom to travel at his request.
"I'm (also) a salaried
employee of Nike shoes. They
subsidize my training and also
payed for my tuition, room
and board while attend ing law
school.''
He detailed his progress in

world com petition over the
pa st few years, illustrating his
goals for a gold medal in Los
Angeles.
" In the 1979 World Championships I had
mononucleosis; the 1980
Olympics were boycotted by
the United States; I was disqualified in the '81 World
Championships and fell at
Helsinki in ' 83 ," he sa id . " If
I don 't win in 1984 , it makes
it that much more bitter.''
Whil e making his leap of a
barrier in the World Championships at Helsinki, Marsh
fell, suffering an injury to his
ribs. He was in second place
at the time, eventually placing

eight h in the race. H e was
asked if he had gaine d
anything positive from the
disaster of Helsinki.
"So far, I haven't turned it
into a positive experience,'' he
said. "Knowing you're the
underdog - the most positive
thing to come out of it was
maybe it made me hungri er
(co win at Los Angeles)."
Perhaps the most emotional
topics Marsh discussed wer e
drug use and the U.S. boycott
of the 1980 Olympics.
Marsh, who held the fastest
steeplechase time of 1983 and
is the Amer .ican record-holder
in the event, said he is a pro( continued

on page 9)

QWfall great for skiers, but not for U SU snow crew
we aren't doing our job," Godderidge
said, "but we have our crews out eight
hours a day, trying to clear the ice and
open entrance ways," he said.
The crew of 15, which is on the job
at 3 a.m., divides the campus into sections, some driving plows and others
manning shovels, trying to clear the
most heavily used sidewalks, Godderidge said.
This year's heavy snowfall has
multiplied problems of moving the
snow.
" We've had so much snow this
year that one of our machines is
always breaking down,'' he said. "The

problem is, there's no~here to put the
snow. The snow plows push it onto the
walks and we just have to put it back
in the street. It just piles up," he said.

Over 50 tons of salt and 102
tons of sand have been spread
over campus roads.
Like the grounds crew, the equipment operators hav e been working
overtime. According to Merv Elwood,
foreman of the operators, eight-man
crews have been working between
eight and 16 hours a day since Dec 23,

including Christmas day. But as the
snow piles up, so do the problems for
physical plant.
Since the beginning of the winter
season, Elwood said, 52 tons of salt
and 102 tons of sand have been spread
over campus roads. According to
physical plant dir ctor, Val Peterson ,
those amounts are already in excess of
the amounts alloted to the plant.
Budg et cut s, he said, have affected
almost every branch of the physical
plant, making it difficult to run things
at the highest efficiency.
"Within the limits of manpower and
equipment," you do the best you
can," Elwood said.
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Fire call system
needs second look
It's been more tha,, a month since the Old Main
fire, yet a controversy still remains as unanswered
questions continue to smoke up the cold January
air.
It's the discrepancy regarding the response of
security officials to the initial telephone call from
the professor who first spotted the fire.
The USU professor who made the initial calls
after seeing flames in Old Main essentially got the
"royal runaround" as he tried to get assistance.
In an official statement to USU police, the professor claimed he called the campus operator,
transferred to physical plant who told him to call
security. Security put him on hold.
Though USU pol ice deny the accusation that the
caller was put on hold, he was unable to make contact with anyone .
Two questions arise from this incident, whether
he was put on hold or not: First, why did the USU
operator transfer the distress call to physical plant in
the first place? It was a fire, not a leaky faucet!
Second, why couldn't the professor have called
directly to the fire station. When USU lost its own
fire department, fire alarms were to be checked out
by the newly-formed USU police department. This
was to make sure that the alarm was valid, what
with all the false alarms going off all the time.
Now, it's completely logical that the USU security
should check out alarms - but not telephone calls.
When someone calls, chances of a fire are much
higher and to be taken more seriously. When someone actually sees a building, especially one such
as Old Main, on fire, it doesn't take a campus police
officer to determine that fire engines will be needed.
Telephone call and alarms made directly to the
downtown fire station would save response time
which in turn could save money and maybe even
lives.

"When a man assumes a public trust, he should
consider himself public property. "
Thomas Jefferson

Take steps to stop delivery of junk mail
realize that you and probably
no one else wants to receive
While nobody I know con- Jake's newsletter (I feel much
dones waste and inefficiency more confortable when he is
in government, much less junk doing nothing). However, you,
mail, it seems that you and a not he, are responsible to inlot of self-righteous people are form his computer that you are
missing a vital point. If the peo- receiving three copies of what
ple selling the army screws for he isn't doing.
Certainly you, as semi$100 had a miniscule amount
or somewhat
of personal integrity they intelligentia
suspect
origin know that to a
wouldn't rip off the army every
opportunity they get, much as computer, Student Life, USU
Statesman and the Utah
it deserves it.

To the editor:

I one of the parties had intelligence and or integrity this
wouldn't I happen. Now I

Statesman are three distinct entities, no matter if they are ad-

dressed to the same place.
Many institutions publish more

than one periodical. Morethan
one household receivescop,es
of the same publication ad
dressed to different
in
dividuals. Thus, if wa,te and
efficiency are to be eliminated.
I suggest you start with number
one. It's your responsibility.

R. P. Julander
Editor's note: /n Deceml,er
The Statesman informed Sen
Garn' s office of the_,
mailing problem. Nothiflf/WI
since been dam

Incidents give spectator mixed feelings
To the editor:
Last Saturday night at the
Spectrum, I witnessed two extraordinary
incidents, one
negative
and the other
positive, which were not totally unrelated in essence.
I wonder if those who throw
things to the floor have ever
thought about possible consequences of their deeds. I
understand their frustration
toward the officials, yet throwing things is unexcusable.
It could have hurt one of
those athletes who dedicate
much of their time in preparation for the game. His injury
does injustice not only to

himself bur also to the whole
team, whose success requires
the efforts and dedication from
each of its members. It would
be an injustice to the spectators
who come to the Spectrum to
enjoy the team's efforts and
eventual success.
At the half-time the other incidence took place. It was a
heart warming one. A young
and beautiful woman, one of
the Aggiettes, was put on a
sudden trial. She showed the
courage to stick to her dance
routine as long as she could
until she realized that it wasn't
possible to continue anymore.
She retired from the scene with
much grace and I respect her

anymore.

T.G.I.F.
this week
by

CARLELLEARD

Back in the race
Editor's note: T.C.I.F. is a weekly column in which a member
of the Statesman staff is invited to express an opinion of his or
her choice. Carl Elleard, sports writer, is a senior majoring in

"CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN"

WINTER
CLEARANCE
SALE
JANUARY 20 - 21

ensineering.

It has been a long, hard pull but the end is in sight - unfortunately. All of the years and all the miles have focused down
to one point, a mere five months away. I have lived a definitely
crazedand slightly demented life to this point but at long last I
must settle in and consider the serious side of my life.
Graduation. A simple word, yet one which seemed destined
to change me forever, walling me from the world which I have
fashionedfor myself and limiting me to one which rings oddly
likethat which my father had planned for me long ago.
High school graduation was not so serious. A loss of frien?s,
to be sure, but an opportunity to fly free in a world which
seemedto possessendless possibilities. A world previously explored only during summer vacation. People and places and
many new discoveries.
Then there was dad. His advice has withstood the test of
time. Yet how could a wild, headstrong adult (or so I thought)
raisedon California sun and the high side of life, sailing and
swimming, ocean and mountain, be restrained by the huge
loadwhich my father's advice represented.
Responsibility/ Place in life/ Family? Meaningless words
when placed against a backdrop of movies such as The
Graduate,books by Tom Wolfe, water skiing and Hobie Cats.
Like Woody Guthrie, I felt bound for glory . Like his son Ario
I would ride my motorcycle into the face of life, dealing with
plems
with a twist of the throttle, never touching the brakes
to slow my' headlong pursuit of the rainbow.
SoonI found out that life was not so easy. The beaches were
stillthere but it seemed that I just couldn't make the trip quite
asoften. College was out of the question. That seemed lo be a
step for stuffy brains - the people who wore black socks during high school gym classes.
There was work everywhere, yet that was a temptation in
itself. The money was very good and the work not so hard.
Withthe money came the rainbow, brighter than ever. The
motorcycles got bigger and the rush for life got faster and

And ....
Don't forget - The
Cheerleaders and
Songleaders will be
delivering your pizzas
tonight and tomorrow
night!

faster.
Still, I could hear my father's words. Better yourself. Don't
follow the family tradition. It's fine to work with your hands

andmuscles but you also have a brain. Use it. Too smart to
lislen, I didn't accept or understand.
It is sometimes a slow process. Time caught me, though, and
I sawa glimmer of the truth. The years of work allowed me to
oonsider
"further education" and to realize that just possibly I
hadsettled down enough to make a go of it.
Wrong. Pursuing college as I had chased after life led to
someinteresting results and gave me a new lease on life. Utah
StateUniversity came into my life as did civil engineering
studies.Responsibilitesl Nol yet. Give me four more years.

Our drtvers carry htS5
than S20.00.
Umtted dallvary area.

Thecollege life is ideal for ducking life. Parties and people.
late classesand long weekends. All the while my father asking
the diploma come. Later. No time for that now. Ski-

CIM,lDo,,ilncf1~lne.

whenwill

ingand running. Jackson Hole to the Bistro. And ever larger
lllOIOrcycles.Faster.
It's been a kick rushing through life al full speed with no
roadblocks, no responsibilities. People have come and gone,
butthe best are here right now. New friends and new life.
Graduation hit like a rock in the ocean. Logan I could stand
to leavebut my friends/ I haven't had enough time with them.
Thethings that I do lift me up and pull me on. Graduate? Be

serious.
Theblack gloom set in, like a horror movie played within

:my

myhead.
I was on the way down, moving fast. The weight of
yearsof hunting for the pot of gold were dragging me to

r---------------------gg
Weekend

7

FAst, Free Delivery·

_
753 8770

Special
Order any 16" 2-item pizza
and 2 quarts of Coke or Sprite
All for 7"

pit. The energy was gone. MY American dream had ended

andI would have to join the race for no hair and a pol belly.
51?PI No way. I have fought ii for too long to let go now. I
-tallow entropy to decay my life. Whal a relief the feeling
was.Thereisno need to grow old. The Wolf hasn't caught me
~-'
won'taccept the Weight. My place in life?
..,... In therace. Faster than ever.
•

No coupon necessary, just ask!
Not valid with any other offer.
_________________________
J
.,

Expires Jan. 22, 1984
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HOP

CROSSWORDPUZZLER

THE

·THECLASSIFIEDS·

ACROSS
1 Resort
4 Pronoun
6 Cabinetmaker·s tool
11 Showy
decoration
13 Bodies of
water
15 Preposition
16 Pope's veil
18 Smooth
19 Church
bench
21 Auricular
22 Compass pt.
23 Commanded
26 Hurried
29 Possessive
31 First man
33 Note of
scale
34 Hypothetical
force
35 Weaken
38 Large bird
39 Part of
"to be''
40 Symbol for
tellurium
41 Weaken
43 Melody
45 Organ of
hearing
47 Expands
50 Man's
nickname
52 Keen
53 Supplement
56 Jason's ship
58 Provide and
serve food
60 Babylonian
deity
61 Insect
63 Egg dish
65Worms
66 Rupees:
abbr.
67 Harvest
goddess

:......,<,._.<,._.<l._,.<l,.._.t.._.<,,_.c,,....11....,c1....,c1.-.c1._.c,--.11.,_.,,....,c1._.,,,

II BYU Law School II
I Prospective Law Students I
I Prof. H. Reece Hansen, Assoc. Dean of BYU I
: Law School will be on campus Wed. Jan. 25th I
I
to discuss careers in Law and
I
f

I-

I

'f

the BYU Law School.

:

12:00-2:00 pm.
Eccles Conference Center

:

DOWN
1 Halt
2 Evergreen

..

,,

3 Artlcle
4 Roman
tetrarch of
Galilee
5 Flush with
success
6 Go before
7 Chinese
distance
measure
8 Main streets:
abbr
9 At no lime
10 Before
12 Conjunction
14 Symbol
for tin
17 Unit of
Italian

28 Title

29 Speck
30 Mental image
32 Speechless
36 Succor
37 Noblemen
42 Lamb's pen

49 Abounds
51 Parcels
of land
54 Retain

55 Dines
56 Hebrew
month
57 Femak,rutf
59 About
62 French artidl
64 Behok:11

•-··-··-····-··-··-~=::.:~.~
..-,,-,,-,,-,,-,,-,1'
STUDENT

CENTER

MOVIES

Now Playing!
Wed.-Sat.
7:00& 9:30

THE
GRADUATE
Midnight

Movie

Fri & Sat 12:00

The Absent-Minded
Professor
SaturdayMatinee11:00 & 1:00
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Vince Wuhington

scored a season-high 29 points Thursday.

Steve Adams photos

Guard Chris McMullin

was held to six points in the Jos., to New Mexico State.

Aggies £all to New Mexico State in overtime
LAS CRUCES, N.M. - New Mexico State shot
a sizzling 72 percent in the first half and overcame a
IC<X>nd-half
Utah State rally to defeat the Aggies
95--94in ovenime Thursday night.
New Mexico State improved to 7-7 overall and 3-2
i.nPacific Coast Athletic Association play with the
win.Utah State fell to 2-3 in the PCAA and 8-6
overall in the game at the Pan American Center.

The Aggies had a chance to ice the game in
f111Ula,tion
when Michael McCullough was fouled
wilb 22 seconds remaining. The 6-5 senior missed
one of the two free throws, however, giving Utah
S1a1ta le11comfortable 83-81 lead.

WendellWright then picked up a loose ball under
the New Mexico State basket with six seconds left to
tie tlw:game at 83. A desperation shot by Utah
State's Greg Grant at the buzzer fell shon, sending
thepme into ovenime.
Theovertime finish was no less exciting. After
ReinEnce missed a free throw with 26 seconds left

NM State 95,
Utah State 94, OT
UTAH STATE

Grant7-12 4-5

18, McCullough
2•12 2-4 6, Ence 5-9 1-2 11
W°llbington11-17 7-7 29, McMullin
3-7 0-0 6, Anderson 7-9 3-4 17
~ 2·2 0-0 4, Beck 1-1 1-2 °3.

,._,.

38-69 18-24 94.

NEWMEXICO STATE
..,_

2·2 3-4 7, McElmell 3-9 0-0

and the Aggies down by one, seemingly ending
USU's comeback hopes, Jeff Anderson reached out
and picked off the New Mexico State inbounds pass.
He threw the ball to guard Vince Washington under
the basket , with Washington picking up a foul from
New Mexico State.
Washington hit both free throws, his 34th and
35th straight, giving the Aggies a 94-93 lead with 15
seconds left.
After a New Mexico State timeout, Steve Colter
missed a jumper with six seconds left, with Andre
Patterson grabbing the rebound in traffic and scoring
with two seconds left. An Aggie fullcourt pass was
intercepted, giving New Mexico State its thirdstraight PCAA win.
New Mexico State rode 26 of 36 shooting in the
first half to take a 58-46 lead at intermission. NMS'
second-half shooting, 12 of 33, enabled Utah State to
come back into contention.
"We just spotted them 10 points early," said
USU head coach Rod TueUer. "We put ourselves

6, Patterson 8-12 1-1 17, Colter
12-22 0-0 24, W.Wright 11-20 1-3
23, Eubanks 1-1 0-0 2, Febres 2-5
0-2 4, G.Wright 1-1 0-0 2, Smith
1-4 2-2 4, Rodriguez 3-4 0-0 6.
Totals 44-79 7-12 95.
Halftime - New Mexico State
58, Utah State 46. Fouled out Grant. Rebounds - Utah State 32
(McCullough 6), New Mexico State
39 (Patterson 15). Assists - Utah

behind the 8-ball with our poor start. To get beat by
a rebound is a heartbreak.
"We've got to learn to play the full 40 minutes."
The two teams were tied at 2 ear ly and the game
was not tied again until Anderson capped a sevenpoint run with 9:33 left in regulation to make it
73-73. From that point, neither team had larger than
a four-point margin.
Washington, who hit 29 points to lead all scorers,
saw his free-throw streak run to 35-straight in the
loss. Grant scored 18 points before fouling out late in
the overt im e period, Anderson scored 17 (7 of 9
from the field) and Ron Ence added 1 J points.
Colter led New Mexico State with 24 points, while
backcourt-mate Wright added 23. Patterson was the
only double-figure scorer for New Mexico State with
17 points.
Utah State will play at Long Beach State on Saturday in a game to be televised locally by KSTUChanncl 20. The game is schedu led for J p.m.
MST.

State 18 (Anderson 5), New Mexico
State 18 (Colter 5). Total fouls New Mexico State 22, Utah State
15. Technicals - none. A 10,187.

THURSDAY'S SCORES
Long Beach State 52, Fullerton
State 50, 4 OT
UC-Irvine 63, Fresno State 57
UNLV 117, Pacific 78

PCAA STANDINGS
UNLV
Fullerton
Irvine
NM State
Fresno

usu

San Jose
Long Beach
UCSB
Pacific

6-0
4-1
4-2
3-2

2-2
2-3
2-3
1-3
1-4
0-5
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Utah State takes on nationally ranked OSU
By LORI ANN EA TON
sports writer
Th e win at UNLV to end
last week ' s road trip may have
been a positive turn for the
Aggie wrestlers, who host the
defending Pac-10 Conference
champion , Oregon State , in
USU ' s first home match
tonight at 7:30 at the Spectrum.

"The win really helped us
finish the trip on a super
note," said USU head coach

Bob Carlson. "I see a lot of
leadership beginning to make
a difference in the kids and
because of this, I feel it wiU
give us the boost we need going into the Oregon State and
Weber State matches."
OSU placed 22nd in 1he
NCAA Championships last
season and brings most of that
22-6 team back to Logan.
OSU coach Dale Thomas is
the NCAA ' s most successful
coach with a 496-103-8 record.
' 'They were in the top 20 at

the beginning of the season
and they ' ve always had a good
program,' ' said Carlson.
"Their kids will always wrestle hard and so do we.''
The Aggies, now 3-5
overall, were one of the six
teams to beat Oregon State
last season.
"We beat them last year
when they were ranked 17th
in the nation," said Carlson.
"This year our light weights
will hold their own, but their
upper weights will have the

advantage. We'll have to
forfeit at 190 again and that's
really hurting us. In fact,·
that's the only reason we lost
the Fresno match last week."
USU will look for points
from wrestlers like Alfred
Cas1ro (118) and Cordell
Anderson (126), both 4-1 !his
season. Aggie Todd Steidley
(142) comes into the match
with a 10-6 record and Erik
S1rawn ( 134) rounds off the
lower weights with a 5-6-1
record.

CACHE VALLEY SURP.LUS
752-5745

140 So. Main

********************************
WOOL
Hospital White

LONG BOTTOMS

WOOL
BLANKETS

Tops

.,

$699

s249s
WOOL
PANTS
• 100CJbWool
• Great for
Hunter or
Any Sport

BOTA
BAGS

2 Liter

s399
$499

WE'RE AT WAR
AGAINST COLD
WEATHER!

100%

;s;YJJ
WOOL
SHIRTS

WOOLGLO~

• Removable liners
• Slze34 & up

DOWN
PILLOWS

ARMY WOOL
BLANKETS

GERMAN
RUCK SAC

s149s
KHAKI PANTS~

$699

SEWING
TMREAD

DAY PACK
Reg. $6.99

$1 perspool

~

GERMAN
WOOL $PANTS
• Genuine
German Wool
•6 pockets

$1295

Women's
track team
at Pocatello
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WOOL
OVERCOATS
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.
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WOOL
SCARFS
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WOOL KNICKERS
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Cross Country
Skiing
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12,000 yds-
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PLASTIC CANTEEN

99¢ ...
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five divisions.
Last year's match bctweeti
the two rivals was 17-16 in
favor of USU going in the
heavyweight match, when
Coon pinned Cal Robi1110D
give the Aggies a 23-16 win
"Its going to be a close OIi
again," said Carlson. u'fhe1
have a balanced team and
that's what makes them 90
tough.''

full line of
CAMOUFLAGE
PANTS&SHIRTS
AGGIE BLUE
RAIN COAT
• Blue Suttons

• Zipper Front

sags

After picking up three &ilP
place finishes in last week's
women's indoor track openl9.
the Aggie squad will comJ)ll!I
in the Mountain States cialik
today and Saturday at
Pocatello, Idaho.
Teams entered in the
Mollntain States Classic in
elude Utah State, Montana
State, Boise STate, Collqa af
Sou1hern Idaho, Weber
BYU, Idaho S1a1e and Ridil
College.
Taking first place fini
last weekend's meet at Idabq_
State were Barbara Rainqi'
the 400 me1ers (57 .3), Gwen
White in the 500 metcn
(1:17.7) and the 4 x 400-relay team (3:53.31).
The relay team - Rainey
Helena Johnsson, Denise
cock and Gwen White new school indoor record
the performance.
Pidcock also finished diMI
in the 500-meter event, .ill
1:19.5 clocking.

s-

Jenner's advice has been
Marsh's prime motivation
'(..,,,tinuecl from pag,,5)

0

m

0

ponent of stiff drug testing
because of the influence
11eroids have become on
young people.
"My personal philosophy is,
yes, we have to test for drugs
in athletes even if the Eastern
European athletes are taking
them up to six weeks before
competition," he said.
"Mainly because of the young
people."
He said steroid use has been
Coundin the junior high levels
in recent years.
.. We're trying to do
everything we can to enforce it
(telling) on an international
basis, to try to eliminate some
of the problems. "
Marsh said he disagreed
with the way the boycott of
!he 1980 Olympics was handled, saying President Carter
should have made the dedsion
without placing it upon the
U.S. Olympic Committee.
"The athletes were in a nowin situation/' he said.
''They didn't want the
boycott. But if they would
have gone against Carter's
wishes, the much-needed funding would have dried-up.
"I think the USOC would
do all it could to prevent
another boycott. There would
be hatred toward the USOC if
it opposed the president. The
only people who lose with a
boycott are the athletes and
1heAmerican people.''
He illustrated the public's
feelings toward the Olympics
by relating his experiences
during his first Olympics in
1976 at Montreal.

He said aJ he was running
in the steeplechase the crowd
beganyelling, "Go, Marsh!
Go, Marsh! Let's see, my
mother is here·, my aunt is

here. Those are the only people I knew in the crowd. It
was a warm feeling. I was
representing every
American. ''
He also said during the
Montreal Olympics, in which
Marsh finished 10th, that he
and decathlon gold-medalist
Bruce Jenner were roommates.
"He told me, 'Henry, in
1972, my first Olympics, I
placed 10th, and came back to
take the gold medal in my
next Olympics. Next time, it's
your turn.'
"That's stuck with me and
motivated me.''
Marsh said one of his
favorite topics is food, and
related that at the Montreal
Olympics the athletes were
able to eat 24 hours a day.
He then listed some of the
food quantities scheduled to be
served at Los Angeles, including 45,223 pounds of
T-bone steaks, 24,292 pounds
of hamburger patties.
"So I'm looking forward to
qualifying for the '84 Olympics," he said, laughing.
Marsh said his toughest
competition in Los Angeles
will come from Ilg and Filbert
Bayi of Tanzania. He said
Henry Rono 's world record of
8:05.4 in the event is probably
not in danger, and that a time
of 8: 10 would probably win
the gold.
"When I was a kid, I was
fascinated with watching it
(steeplechase) on TV. Little
did I know that I'd ever be
one (steeplechaser)."
Much less be a contender
for the gold medal.
One can tell, that in Henry
Marsh's mind, he tan't wait
to hear again the sounds of
"Go, Marsh! Go, Marsh!"

Following ball keys 'Skins'
ace rookie defensive back
TAMPA, Fla (AP) - Rookie Darrell Green has a simple
credo for his cornerback role with the defending Super Bowl
champion Washington - just follow the bouncing ball.
.. I keep my eye on the ball from the time its snapped,''
said the Texas A&l product. " I try to get to where the ball is
going as quick as I can. My main job is to cover the pass
receiver, but I Jove to tackle guys. That's where I have the
fflDlt fun."
Green is expected to be a wasp in the helmets of the Los
Angeles Raiders when the Redskins defend their National
Football League title Sunday in Tampa Stadium.
Although he is a member of the 'Skins' "Pearl Harbor
C~"
- so named because it has been bombed into last
place in the pass defense statistics - Green has emerged as
one of Washington's most potent secondary players, leading
the team in tackles.
In the playoffs, particularly in the 51-7 rout of the Los
Ansdes Rams, TV commentators got ecstatic over Green's
ptrfunnanccs: "That little guy is everywhere. He's trying to
beatthis team by himself."
Washington coach Joe Gibbs is not hesitant about putting a
~ on the field against one of the roughest, toughest teams
ID

football.
0

We had our eye on him all the way in the draft and we
Wereafraidhe might get away," Gibbs said. "But when we
the 28th pick, he hadn't been taken, so we grabbed

:;..to

(continued on page 10)
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OLD TRAPPER DINNER
BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
of equal value

Good

thru Jan. 27, l984

And Don't Forget Our Traditional
Breakfast Menu

Home Cooking Away From Home

I
I

I
I

**Fresh
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy * Steaks
Homemade Pie * Seafood * Omelets
BRIDGERLAND RESTAURANT
43 East 100 South, Logan
752-1911

HOURS

Mon-Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sun . 9 a.m. to2 p.m..

~---------------------------------------·
If an ag financecareer
isinyourfuture...
r.ourfutureiswith
ProductionCreditAssociation
•
•
•

•

At PCA, challenge-seeking achievers are always in demand.
If you:
~njoy di:aling personally with people in an
on-farm environment;
are familiar with agricultural production
and management;
have a degree in ag economics,
ag business management, or business
administration with an above average
academic record;
are willing to locate at any PCA office
in Arizona,California, Hawaii, Nevada
or Utah;
we invite you to discuss your PCA
career opportunities with our
representative on your campus soon.

Contact your placement center for
details and an appointment.

Interviews will be held on:

FEBRUARY 7

•

I

Yourfuture in
agfinance

Palle 10 TheUtahStateaman
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HEAR YE! HEAR YE!
Get your entry to THE CRUCIBLE ready nowt Details on
how you can get published will soon be announced!

-Super Bowl...,

~

~

,r

Wilson:' . . .such a fluke'

Attention
Students & Faculty
Please help send the USU
cheer and song leaders to the
PCAA Basketball Tournament.

Order a
Pizza
From Domino's Pizza
This Friday and Saturday night, your
favorite cheer and song leader will
deliver your pizza!

..

753-8770

Peace
Corps

The next week, ~cattle beat LA again, but not becau~ o(
Wilson. He was doing well enough to continue as starter in
the next game against Kansas City. Just before halftime, witb
the Raiders leading the Chiefs 7-6, LA got the ball.
"There were just a few seconds left and we were trying 10
get in position for some points before the half,'' Wilson said.
"We were at about the 50 when I threw an interception."
Safety Durwood Roquemore had picked off the pass and
was racing down the sideline. Suddenly Wilson realized he
was going to have to turn into a tackler, and wound up
separating his left shoulder.
Plunkett had his job back, the Raiders were on their way 10
the Super Bowl and Wilson was a forgotten man.
"It was suCh a fluke," Wilson said. "I could fall like thal
100 times and not have that happen again."
The moral for quarterbacks, perhaps, is don't make 1ackk:I
"No," Wilson said. "The moral is don't throw intercef)6
tions.''

Being a Peace Corps volunteer means taking what you
know, sharing It with others, and learning about life In
another country, another culture.
Developing nations want to grow more food to feed their
people ... Improve schools and expand public education
. provide adequate shelter and clean drinking water ..
Insure good health care and basic nutrition ... build roads
and transportation systems.

Drugs, salary dispute led to
Green's unlikely stardom

The person who becomes a Peace Corps volunteer must
have a strong commlttment to helping other people. He or
she must be willing to learn their language ... appreciate
their culture ... and live modestly among them.
If this sounds like you, we'd like to show you the many
opportunities beginning soon In 60 developing nations. You
can apply now for any
openings beginning In
the next 12 months.

r---------------

The
toughest

Recruiters
in the StudentCtr.
9-4 p.m.,Mon,Jan.23 through
Fri.,Jan27. ComeseePeace
Corpsfilms,7 p.m.Wed.,
Jan.25, Rm327 StudentCtr.

job you'll

ever love

\..

TAMPA, Fla. {AP) - The media mob was zeroing in OD
Jim Plunke1t from a definitive explanation of how the Los
Angele! Raider quarterback would attack the Washington
Redskins in Sunday's Super Bowl.
To the side, all but ignored, stood Marc Wilson. He could
have been excused for thinking about what might have been
and how easily the roles of the Raider quarterbacks could
have been reversed.
"It ' s an uncomfortable situation," Wilson said. "Anything
I say is going to be taken wrong by somebody.''
But the fact is that for three magic weeks, Wilson was tht'
quarterback of the Los Angeles Raiders and doing well. Jim
Plunkett , MVP of the Super Bowl three years ago, was back
on the bench.
Plunkett started the season as starting quarterback and 1he
Raiders got off to a 5-1 start. But the offense was struggling
with too many turnovers, and when Seattle built a 38-22 lead
over the Raiders in game six, coach Tom Flores reached for
his relief pitcher,
The timing of the change was interesting, too. Wilson had
been an important part of an eight-player package being
dangled before the USFL's New Jersey Generals by agent
Howard Slusher. The group offered to Generals' owner
Donald Trump also included Dallas tackle Randy White and
holdout defensive backs Gary Barbaro, Jeris White and Mike
Haynes.
"Trump had the figure, the X," Wilson said. "If he had
'said yes, we all would have signed within a week. I can kind
of understand why it didn't happen The X was a big X."
Trump came out of it with Barbaro. Haynes wound up
with the Raiders and Wilson got a fancy, new five-year S4
million contract from LA. Little more than a week later, he
also had the starting job.
In the final 4 ½ minutes of the Seahawk game, Wilson
threw two TD passes, narrowing the final score to 38-36.
Then, with the new contract in place, he started and com·
pleted 26 of 49 passes for 318 yards and three TDs in a 40-38
victory over Dallas.

(continued from page 9)
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"He is just what we look for on this team. He has trcmen
dous athletic ability. But that is secondary. The main thing ii
he is intelligent, sharp and highly motivated.
"We don't always pick the best athlete. We pick the man
that fits into our chemistry - a man who has individual goall
and wants to be All·Pro, yet becomes part of the team."
Gibbs threw Green into the starting lineup after losing bis
two experienced cornerbacks - Tony Peters, suspended in •
drug case, and Jeris White, a salary holdout.
Green quickly came of age.
Although only 5-8, 170 pounds, the Houston native ii an
instinctive player and a sure tackler.
Green was the Defensive Player of the Year in the Lone
Star Conference after making 56 tack.Jes, four intcrceptionl
and returning kickoffs for an average of 22. 7 yards. He WU
on The Associated Press' first team Little All-America list.
He was one of the fastest sprinters in the nation, with•
clocking of 10.08 seconds for 100 meters .
Speed is only part of his natural skills. His forte is a facultY
for always being around the ball.
"It doesn't bug me that we are last in pass defente."
Green said. "We arc first in rushing defense. It all levelt
out.''
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Guest artist accompanies Utah Symphony at USU
Violinist Olivera delights audience
By JANET BENNION
staff writer

Shouts of "bravo!" rose
from the audience Wednesday
night as Joseph Silverstein,
Utah Symphony conductor,
and quest violinist Elmar
Olivera crossed the Kent Concert Hall stage.
"When I heard that first
'bravo' I was relieved to know
that my work had touched
them," said Olivera after the
performance.
He had just performed

Sibtlius,considered my many
to be one of the great workhorses of violin literature,
leading his listeners through a
series of dramatic rhythms and
varied notes.
"I was delighted with the
level of warmth and apprecia1ion they gave me ." he said.
Many music enthusiasts
commented on his mastery of
tht double stopping technique
(chording one or more strings
at once).
Warren L. Burton , director
of USU's music department,

"I was relieved to
know that my work
had touched
them."

sa.idthe process of chording is
treachorous. It requires the
adjusting of steady, practiced
fingers to bring alive each
separate set of notes, he said.
"The opportunity for error
is 10 great," explained Bur·
ton, adding chat Olivera's
rnuscular memory is exact.
Muscular memory refers to
the strength and dexterity of
theviolinist's fingers and
wria:a. And being so finely
tuned, they subconsciously
knowwhat to do. The musician's mind takes care of the
IDusicalities. His fingers are
mtricately coordinated with
thebow, said Burton.
Olivera has performed with
l)'lllphonies across the nation,
including orchestras in New
York. Yet Olivera attributes
~ success of Wednesday
lllaht to Silverstein's "element

ohontrol."
I have the most grand

lllaaorc
of working with
J-,ta Silverstein, which

is a
IIINelous privilege for dimenmy talents," he said
the auditorium.

'' Silverstein controlled the
orchestra magnificently."
commented Burton. "The
conductor cut sections of the
piece, toning down t.he volume
of the backup' orchestra, to br·
ing out the beauty of the
violin.
"The symmetry and
balance that Silverstein
brought to the movements
were such as I've neve r heard
before,'' said Burton . For its
performance, the symphony
received several rounds of ap·
plause from the audience.
Mildred Johnson , USU
music professor said, "We are
very lucky to have Silvers·
tein."
Johnson said she was tired
of the many secondary con·
ductors that are "palmed-off"
on the university. "It's nice to
see Logan get the man who
has made such great improvements in the orchestra,''
she said.
The concert began with the
violin and horn instrumental
passages of Dvorak , The
Serenadein D Minor.
The performance's first
piece was orchestrated soley in
brass and string form, by
eight symphony members, instrumenting the movements
without percussion. The
passages included
quasi
marcici, minuetto, antecon
moto, and allegromoto.
Professor Burt on said he
cou ld observe an "added
richness and fullness" in the
beginning numbers. Howev er,
when the rest of the symp hony
members joined in for the remaining numbers , the mood
and tone of the inst rumen ta·
tion "expanded to new
musical bounds,'' remarked
one music student.
The next number,
Hindemith't Tht ConcertMusic

for String Orchestraand Brass Instruments, as student Lisa Slade
observed, "awoke me to new
images and a better mood
which the first part failed to
do."
When the concert ended,
Silverstein expressed his
satisfaction with the audience.
" I enjoy performing for this
state."
Turning to leave, Silverstein
said, "I'm going to work very
hard 10 get this orchestra in
wonderful condition,", he
said, adding, "I'm going to
build on each audience that
Mr. Abravenel (Maurice
Abravenel, former conductor
for the Symphony) has built
upon ... there's always room for
improvement.''

G~est violinist Elmar Olivera, both photos, joined Utah Symphony conductor Joseph
Silverstein to the delight of Wednesday's F AC crowd.
Paula Huff photos

Auditioning and acting not eas
but performers enjoy outcome
By DEBBIE STODDART
staff writer

'' An audition is much like a
fivc•minute job imerview,''
according to Lisa Rahkonen, a
junior majoring in theater art.
"You have to know how to
sell yourself."
Acting is much more than

just memorizing and repeating
lines. An actor must become
the character he is portraying.
"li's like football in that it
takes a lot of self-discipline,"
said Rahkonen. "You have to
have a willingness to work and
love what you're doing."

Glauser's
Restaurant
•Steaks•Shrimp•Chicken•

25 West Center, Logan

Today's Special
Bar-B-Que Spare Ribs
$3"
Incl. soup, salad, veg., potmo, roll

Check our dinner menu.
Good, filling dinners at a
modest price!

Dinner: U.S. choice top
sirloin, soup & salad
Potato ... .. ... $4. 75
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Student Discounts
Local Service
Local Support
User Training
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753-2111

• DAN MAUGHAN' ALAN CLARK•

Actors and actresses who
want a pan in a play must
first audition. Auditions can
be one of two things.
The first is a cold reading.
That is, a performer is given a
script and must act it out,
disp laying physical and vocal
talent.
The second type known as a
sci audition. This is where an
actor is given five minutes to
deliver a script of his choice.
Usual ly, the actor has five
minutes on stage where two
and one-half minutes are
devoted to a dramatic reading
and two and one-half to a
humorous reading.
Auditions for USU plays
are open 10 students and community members, according to
Sid Perkes, prolCssor with the

USU theatre arts department.
Perkes, who was once an
actor himself, has spent the
last 20 years in the theater
business, 16 of those years at

usu.

During an audition, a director looks for the best vocal
presentation as well as
physica l appearance, he said.
" It 's (inding just the right
balance," Perkes exp lained.
"That's the key to casting."
Finding that balance to fit
the role and trying to be
presentable is where intense
pressure enters into the audition scene.
c' I get myself geared up to
go out and become the
characte r, '' said Rohkonen.
"I have 10 do homework to
get the feeling of the person I
play.
" It takes real motivation
and sometimes I get
discouraged, but I love what
I'm do ing."
Rahkonen was chosen along
with James Karcher to represent USU at the University
Residency Theater Association
audition. Two students from
each of the major universities
in the United States are sent
to San Francisco to audition.
Many production companies
gather to see the country's top
acting talent.
Once an actor has a part in
a play, he or she have to deal

with the frustration and hwt
that comes with perfecting the
final product
''If you know your product
is good 1hen the feeling is
good aJso,'' said Rahkonen
During a rehearsa l, an actor
is put through trial and error
The director tells the actor
what he has in mind and it LI
the actors job to meet 1he
wants of the direnor. '' I have If.
to create the proper c:omposi
tion and emphasis to make a
scene good,·• said Perkcs.
During a rehearsal a dir«•
tor will pick at every little
detail to make sure everything
is perfect.
"When I first started acung
I used to cry when the dittctor
yelled a1 me," Rahkonen ron
tinued. "But I learned if you
let it get under your skin, It
can ruin you."
The din:ctor must make th
actor beco me the character.
Asking the actor what thc
character is feeling at certain
points of the play helps the actor to get a feel for the pcraon
he is portraying. Ahhough Ult
approach sometimes intimidates the actors, it is ~
tive in putting the honesty 1n
to the play, Perkes said.
Rahkonen, who changed
her major from music to
theater, said, "Act ing gives
me the opportun ity to expand
myself art istica1ly becau,c It
a combination of all the am

Country bumpkin enjoys a life
of collecting other's junk
TRENTON, Mo. (AP) He's a saver, a keeper, a
never-throw-it-away collector
who's got everything, if you'll
just give a minute to find it.
Need about 600 pairs of
high-button shoes? There's a
manifold gasket form a '35
Chevy around somewhere,
too. Can't live without a
muzzle-loading cannon? Or

some miniature boxing gloves
autog raph ed by Ja ck Demp·
sey?
You can call Bones
Lionberger and he'll send
them to you, prepaid, of
course. He 's listed in the
telephone book as Bones. Only
the IRS and the driver's
license folks make him use
Emegene Oral. That name

kind of gripes him. After aD,
he's been called Bones 1ince
he was a kid growing up ID
Dawn, Mo. It' s still just a
wide spot in a north MisMJu
n
country road. But now he'I 111
most famous son. His dgbt
buildings of memorabilia haw
won him that title.

Beginners Ski Tour
Spor•s and

Tra~n~n ■

Camp

No uperlence 11«aury. You...rellt equip__.
ttyoatlllll't
Mvelt. Drn.ln .. yas(noc.otton)&.brlnl,lood&.watar•

wm 1,e held a• usu Jan. 20-21.
Host famH•es and ,roluteers are needed.
Th•s ewent •ncludes formal tra•n•n ■
•n a1p•ne A cross-country skUna. If
•nterested, contact the USU Volunteers
Off.Ce. 750-1700.

SC pandns

1..n11/11100
lot/trAIISpOrtAtlon provldedlq-"...
Clvll 75J-6fff
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Junk collector owns it all
(-dDucd from pag,, 12)
•About my name,'' he said,
booking his thumbs in his
trademark blue overaJls and

leaning back on his heels to
tell• favorite tale.
''The big kids used to pull
my bri1chcs down on my way
homefrom school and I'd cry.
My father said, 'Fight back,'
I got an axe handle. I hit
rhe next kid 1hat pulled on my
10

pants. Broke his thumb. Then
his brohten came after me
and one of them punched me

m the head. Didn't raise a
lump on me but he broke his
thumb. too.
"So they called me
Bonehead. That got shorted to
Bona. and Bones l am and
Bone,I'll be 'till the day I

di<."
Bones has been compiling
hi• collection of civilation's
lUtoffa since July 1, 1935. It
start~ as an autoparts store in
rhe depths of the Depression
The first day he sold a quart
of oil for 10 cents; a Ford
Modd T starter switch for 25
u•nts; a Model A fender for
12 40, and paid out $1 for

labor
Six days later he took in

SI27 50 and shelled out only
$25.bB.Bones found a way to
make money and he's been
doing it ever since .
He got into the auto salvage
gamt when he got out of the
wrestling rin g. H e calls it
'rualin ·'' and still remembers
back a half cent ury to the
maachcs he staged for SBa
m~tn 1n little towns all over
north Missouri
In 1938, Bones married a
lady wreslier named Mildred.
1 oday she 1s his business part·
ner, as well as spouse.
Bone's fledgling business
across from the Rock Island
Railroddepot got a big boost
during and after World War
II when surp lus parts flooded
the country. Bones bought
low, sold high and loved to

skeleton iside.
Banging the coffin top
down, Bones led the way to
some of his other favorite
treasures , among them:
- An official proclamation
of mourning issued in Trenton
in 1881 when Pres . James A.
Garfield died 80 days after an
assassin struck him down .
- A 15-foot long stuffed
tarpon caught in the Gulf of
Mexico by Missouri Gov .
Hyde during a fishing trip in
the '30s.
- A two·legged colt that
was stillborn in 1887.
There are cherry pitters ,
butler churns, blinders for
mean bulls, fiber universal
joints for 1925 Chryslers ,
hundred·year ·old prams and
bicycles and 3,500 button
hooks.
If you auended the Nation·
wide Trailer Rental Systems ' s
Ninth Annual Convention
dinner at the Lafayette Hotel
in Long Beach , Calif. , on
Feb. 16, 1960, Bones has also
got your picture. He can ' t
remember where he got the
two·foot long group photo, but
its for sale.
"A lot of people give me
things because they know I
like to save them," he says,
chewing on his inevitable unlit
cigar. 0 Hardly a day goes by
that somebody doesn't drop
by with something for the col·
lection.''
Bones collects because it
makes him happy, you see.

trade.
"I swapped an alarm clock
for this casket, i' he says pro·
udly, ope ning the lid on the
m1111y
wooden box to reveal a

"Bur I'll tell you one thing, 11
he grumb les. "I ain't going to
give it to the county historical
society. They're never open. 11
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Spudnut)

Present this coupon and recieue 2 prints
for the price of one or $ 1.50 off
regular price of color print processing.

[f F.~

(110 , 126 , 135mm , c-41 process).

Offer expires 1/ 28/ 84

~------------------------------~

Catch a n Edge
Full Line of Metal Edge Skis
Rent9 ls
Sales-(10%off

metal skistill

end of the month)

And
Mountaineering
Touring Boots

Boots

35 West 100 North • Logan. Utah 8432 t
(Watch for the Trollheod and Logan Cit y X Country race ...
Registration this Sot. at 9,30 at Logan City Golf Course.)

~ F~-r

BlfDk~r

Cache Valley Mall

753-0101

Winter Clearance
SALE
Fri.-Sat.-Jan . 20-21

Price reductions on
Many Court Shoes
Nike Legend Low
Spot-Bilt Hi Leather
Nike Sky Force 3/ 4

20, 198 4 P &lle 13

r------------------------------~
1 Hour Photo

An auctioneer who's known
Bones for decades says a
listing of his collection would
run scores of pages in
newspapers and any item·by·
item sale might even take
months.

He doesn't know what wil1
happen to the antique coin
changer, the key to a German
World Ward II concentration
camp and the dozens of pairs
of snowshoes when he's gone.

Friday , .l&l\u&ry

SBoff
SBoff
SBoff

ALL Warm-ups & training suits
20to40% off
Winning Ways-All Sizes
Ladies-Hooded - 3 colors
Lt. Blue • Lavendar • Pink
Mens-Hooded - Burgundy - UCLA
Stripes - Navy - Royal
Retail $45 95 Now $31 95

P&ae 14 The Ut&h St&teama.n
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Bill increases requireme
ASUSU executive council passes resolution

561 N. Main
Logan,
UT

Buy
Sell

'

By WENDY WEA VER

a liason between student

staff writer

:~:::a~~ons

A resolmion recommending
that aJI science majors take a
computer class before
graduating was passed by the
ASUSU executive senate
Wednesday.
The resolution said: "It
would be to the advantage of
all science majors to have
some training with computers.''
The resolution also suggested that the College of
Science "evaluate which computer science class would best
meet the needs of science majors or in the case chat current
course offerings prove to be
incongruent, that a new
course be formulated for
science majors.''
Also passed Wednesday was
a resolution that suggested a
'' student-auxiliary advisory
board'' be formed to '· make
auxiliary services aware or
students needs and to serve as

The committee would be
comprised of: director of Taggart Student Center, assistant
vice president for business, the
activities vice president, the

(80:):::.:31

~ffl~luaoon

Jan 21
$6.00 per couple
Band-Freelance
SC Ballroom
Semi-Formal
Tickets available at
Information Desk or at door.

Math, Computer

"Since the renovation
field.house, problems have
resulted from the combiD111f
sports," according to the

Science majors may be required
to take computer science before
graduation.
student relations vice president, the international student
association council president,
director of student activities,
and the interorganizationaJ
council president.
The committee would not
meet on a regular basis, but
would meet according to need,
said Bret Ellis, ASUSU ac·
tivities vice president.
A resolution suggesting that
nets be hung in the fieldhouse
to endose the interior section

~rucible editor chosen, makes plans
Camille Mower, a senior English m;tior,
was selected editor of the Crucible b>· the
USU Publications Board Wednesday
Mower said she would immediately begin
publicizing the Crucible and soliciting for entries. The Crucible is a literary and art
magazine published each spring quarter. The
magazine, she explained, is "the perfect opportunity for students to have the satisfaction
of seeing their work - poetry, prose and art
- published."
She said posters announcing the deadline

Engineering,

and auxiliary

Science, Physics Grads:

'JEt_a_l
__ _
nvolvement-

J

It' s yours, at Logicon.

for entries would soon be appearing In
English and an departments and the-It
center. In addition, drop box locations
where students can leave their entri~ ,
soon be announced.
Mower had also been in\'oh:ed with
literary magazines at the high !ichool. S..
urged students to begin preparing for dait
Crucible by undertaking new work chac
qualify for the magazine or to submil
forts that have yet to be publishW. Onlr
students can be published in the Crua
she noted.

0
From initial concept through completion, Logicon offcn you
the opporrunity to put your talents at cente r stage and be an
integral part of the entire creative process in a variety of
softwa re engineering and computer science areas,
We're the industry pacesetter in systems and software
engineering, and as such, we can offer engineers,
programmers, analysts, systems engineers and operation•
analysts unparalleled career opportunity and challenge. Our
diverse range of government contracts allows you to tackle
new problems and develop original solutions.
You'll work in a small team that's in direct contact with
management so your efforts will be seen, recognized, and
rewarded .

Visit with our representatives:

Tuesday, February 14, 1984
Logicon offers top working conditions in a modem
11,story building which overlooks the historic San Pedro
Harbor. Our scientific environment is enhanced with privue,
and semi-private offices and easy access to computer
facilities. We also have other offices in Ohio, Utah,
Colorado, Massachusctt5, and Washington, O.C.
We're looking forward to meeting "'ith you on the 14ch.
But if you are unable to aumd, pleax lend a resumr or letNr
detailing your experience and career desires to:
Nancy Hancock
LOGICON
255 W. 5th Street, Dept. 72J
P.O. Box 471. San Pedro. CA 907B, (213)831-0611
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FOR SALE
1982 Datsun200 SX, white hcl'"dtop,
ex·
cellentcondition,ooty 10,000 miles, tires
realgood, Mn
/ tmstereocass., 4 speakers
,
reasonable,book value or best offer. Call
noon.
Cost is S2 per publication for USU
753-7638 between9-11 p.m.
trudent, payable at time of submisMuchdesired77 ToyotaCellcaGTblackon
sk>n,TSC Room 31 7.
black, am/ Im cass, air, snow tires. Cati
The Slaresman reserves 1he righl
752-9163.
ID refuse acceptance of any adver•
Old Farmcontractfor sale! FOU"girl apt.
lisement.
with lots ol space& quietstudying.Callfor
moredetails!S1acey753-0071.
H■LPWANTED
Goingto work,mustsell PioeViewcontract
AR.JES AREHIRING!!
fl~ht Attendants, tor restof winterquarterandsping quarter,
_IS,
$1 ◄-39,000. Wol1dwlde! great roommates. If interested call
Calto-Olroctuy,Golde,Newslett.... (916) 752-7748,ask for Kerrior ctffle by apt. 31
!MH440
in PineView complex
.
CIUSESHIPS
ARE HIRING!!
$16-$30,00! SageII compuler, Oual flop~es(1280 kb
c.rtNn, Hawaii, wortd. Call lor Gulde, each),68000 processoc,P-System,Basic,
-•
Newletter,
1{916) 944-4440.
Fortran,Comm.with VAX, 7 mo. ok1,low
NEED
CASH?
Earn$500 ~us eachschool use,$3600. Tom 752-4202.
)W, 2·'4(flexible)hoursper weekplacing Reduced
price 6,500 2 bdnnmobilehome.
n1 a,g posters on cMnpus. Serious Call Gennieason 563·5674 or N&N RLT
wcrkerl only; we give recommendations
. 752-5000.
1 I00-2436679.
Computers Coh
..mbia, Eagle, Corona,
Ni,11:handedhe.wingimpairedvolunteers Televideo,NEC,1MBCompatibles,
printers,
,..., for about 1/2 hour ol testing. I will modems,disk doves,diskettesand paper.
pay!Pleaseleavea messageat the disabled Cablesmadeto corder. We serviewhat we
nainc centeror callTracyat 752,6513. sell. Phooe Rice Electronics621-7423,
Bnr,llself-starters
wanted!Offull andpart- Ogden.
llml positionsat retail Quick COpyshop. ._NNOUNCEMENTS
lul be quieklearnersand good with peoA NEWYEAR- A NEWCAREER!!
Trainas
ple. Pleaseapply at USUExtentionoffice.
an assistantto doct(J(S
or dentists.Register
179 Ncw1h
Mom,room200.
nowfoc winter quarter-fouropeningsleft.
1.08T AND FOUND
Call Instituteof Medical
-DentalTecnology
.
LOST
: White and Fife orangeloog haired 753-2622.
cat. Ht has a bump in his tail from a
pm10USbreak.Apollolives in the Nea of
800E 600 N. P1ease
call! 753-1762.
Lost pwrof glasses,rose colocedplastic
frwnes,between
bottomof OldMainhilland
),I E. HELP!!
Please Cail 753-4508 bet·
2 00 alld6:00KatyDay.
folftl: Walkman•type
radioca.sseme.
Call
753-5170eveningsto identifyNiciclaim.
Alwad tor ret....-nof sunglasseslost In
Dtvts Hall stlltent living center. Left in
"""' tall 753-5461.
lost-Grey..SerchloPool"hat. Pleasereturn
la Jam 752-4652,lost in UCvinclnlty.
Deadline for classified ads is two
days prior to publication , 5 p.m ., ex•
crpt on friday (for publication on
Monday) when the deadline is

DalwinAve. BeachBash. Are you sick of
winter?lllen comejointhe fun--everyooe
is
welcome
. Totaltybeachwear. Food-dance
•
games-floorshow•tannmgcontest•besl out•
fit. 671 number1 DarwinAve. 8:30 p.m.
andon Sat. Jan 21.
Thisis yourchanceto showhowtunnyyou
can be, oc just comeand watch. STABis
havingits first Ht.morNight, Jan 28th al
7:30 F.A.C. Little Theatre. Applications
availableon the 3rd tlOOI"
of the SC, room
326.
PERSONALS
Areyoubored.don'thaveat.v. Cometothe
SonborstLoungeat 2:30 aod watch the
SUPER
BOWL.Guessthe finalscore and win
S20.00
I'll pay S80 for frontrow, $90 for front row
centertickets (2) to Loverboyconcert, Jan.
26. CaHlast!! Erinat 1-364-8711,call COi
·
lect.
Be watching.Comingup in a week Is the
first ever STABHumornight. Ttis is your
chaice to show how funny yoo can be. It
will be held January28th at 7:30 p.m. in
the F.A.C. Little Theater
.

f'rid&y,

To my new roommc1tc.I'•
)'UU going
to buy some film for your camera
? I'll be
ready whenever your ready! From Fire
Engine.
Derek,WhenFeb. 11 rolls around
, don't do
it, Don'tDo It, OONTDOIT!!II! Signed
, con
cemedFliends.
Dave,Thanksfor the guitar lesson
. We'll
have to do it again sometime
! See ya
around!Marie.
Deer-est
Mr. X. Yoorcute little ntoe didn't
fool me a bit, I can guesswho yoo are, so
don'tgive me anymorebull yucky. Signed
,
_Hea_rtbr_ea_k_e_r.
______
_
Getexcited!AlphaChi Omeoa
is holdingin·
formalrush Januay 24, 25 & 26 at 7:00
p.m. All interestedglrls are welcome!For
moreinformationcall 752·6332.
Carriew., todayis the first dayof therestol
your LIFE. Start it right with TWIG,be of
~go_od_che_e_n
_ __
___
_ _
Klmelee, Happy 8-Day Bud! Thanks for
alwaysbeing there. You're the best! And
Thankstor showingme the real meaiogof
"LOVETHYNEIGHBOR"
love ya, Jer .

Therewmbe a meetingtodayat 2:30 In the
To P.S. Fire,W'trydon't you call me tonight SunburstLoungefor all membersof the
and we canmakeup for Jan. 5. Callmeat 6 I.A.C.H.W. This ls tor womenooly. No let•
p.m. tonightI'll be lookingforwardto this ch'n hoserlaces allowed.
excitingevening.rvs.
To the EastHighrlselaundryThief,Thinking
Whatyou needis somefirst rate class, so aboutstealingmy levis? Go ahead,make
giveus a call !or a nicepieceol...Action. T. my day. a Clint Eastwoodclone.
T., L.L., or W.O. 753-6946.
Congratulationsto our newly elected
Hey USUGuys:Lookingfor love in all the counselmemebersin KAPPADELTAand
wrongplaces?All yourdatesarejust basket bestof luck to you!Also!hanksso muchto
cases?Doeswinterquartermakeyoublue? thoseol your leavingoffice, youdida great
Tiredof schooland cok1girls too?Well.
JOO!
Loveand AOTl!I

20, 1984 P&t1e 15
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HappyBirthdayShaun
·Hopeyouhavea real·
ly superday. LoveJulie.
KAPPAOELTAsend our best. Congratslo
ournewactivemembers
••we aresuperglad
to haveyou andkoow you'll be a realasset
to KAPPADELTA. We love you!!! AOT!!!
HAPPYB·OAY DAGGER
MANTEOO!!!

Rent• T.V.
New color ..
. ........
$25
Black&. White ..
. . SI 0
Microwave ......
Apt . Fridge. ..

. ......

$25
. .. $ I 0

Video Recorder
Mon-Thur. 494/d•y
wttll.,.._.ID
(MMp0$k)

STOKES BROTHERS

93E. l400N.

753-8310

WESTATES
THEATERS
Capitol
43S.Maln

7:00 9:00

$2 is oil!
TSC317
See notice, this poge,
for deadlines.

Fri&Sat
11:15p.m.
Reg.Admis.

7 15 9 15
'
:
753-1900

NRVIC ■S

Cld'ltValleyStartersand Altemat(J(S
"Yoo
!WIii it we wireIt" rwed ol beingripped
aff cal us lirst 115 SOulh Main rear

Ul\,I

II

o, \ /Kl

I ~IOI{\)

753-1778.
JEWELRY,WEOOING
BANOS.
Y• designor mine.Why let a machinedo
I cnftsma1'sworl<?Al Garlson563-3345.

Redwoo

l'ORR■NT

795 N.Main

SIWJ.STORAGE
UNITS5 MINI/TES
FROM
~ 752-1994 -

5 p.m. aoo on

7:15 9:30

-cal!Gonlonort!lOfYlat
752,0059 5X8alld8X10, ask abootstu-

,pecials.

a,,._,_,_for,lhree

.._-·Rem
Is $250 perquarter.
571100 East tall 752-6271 after 5
IIJI.

.., _,
.,m,«11 for rent In
'-••
clocJ<
on back.Mustsell
-·
CIII753-7811or753-4670.

NowWI teachpiano and vi<Hin!

llt,.~•.-ty,ng~omtlle
...... .._

11.,.;~/

"'YSlart
Firsttessorltree

---...

callfordeta1~

113-3187

Fri&Sat

11:45p,m.
Re . Admis.
752-50

Next week, let everyone know
about your party - Use a
Personal in The Statesman!
Beaver Mountain

CS)

announces

Card Day
Any Monday ( except Holiday)
Present current student ID 6
00
get a day paaa for only
•
00
1/J day
•

,s ,s

superBowl e
Jan 22/2:30/Free
-sunburst Lounge
Guessthe score, win s201

••

:PM~ (0)1TuCC@filffi~M~ (Ll)1ffiCC@filffi~M
~ (Q)~ (Cc&,
ll'im
mTuo M~(Q)1TuCC©\ll'im
o M~On Campus(Q)1mCC@
Scholarship offered

Lewis speaks today

Delta Kappa Gamma is offering a
recruitment grant to women
students enrolled in a professional
phase of a teaching program, such
as education, physical education,
special education, media, nursing,
communication disorders, etc. Applicants must have an overall g.p.a.
of 3.4 to 3.8 with the completion of
75 credits or five quarters. Pick up
applications in Education 211.
Return them by Feb. 10. Call Mary
E. Carigan at 750-1433 for more information.

The American Society of
Mechanical Engineers is sponsoring
guest speaker Tim Lewis, an
engineer from Hercules, today at
3:30 p.m. in EL 248. Lewis will
talk about Hercules and the responsibilities of entry level engineers.
Everyone is welcome. Refreshments
will be served.

China Night slated
China Night by the Chinese Student Association will be held Jan 28
at 6 p.m. at the South Stake
Center, 650 N. 12th East, in
celebration of the Chinese lunar
new year. The banquet will include
a Chinese style dinner and Chinese
entertainment. Everyone is
welcome. Tickets cost $6 per person
and can be bought at the SC Information Dest, second floor.

Seminar scheduled
A seminar presented by a
representative from the Student
Conservation Association Program
will be held today from 10 to 11
a.rn. and from noon to 1 p.m. at
the University Inn, Room 509.
Everyone is welcome.

Scholarships given
The Rotary lnternationaJ offers
scholarships for graduate study
abroad to qualified U.S. Citizens
who have completed the bachelor's
degree. Those interested must be
able to speak the language of the
host coumry. The deadlim.· for application is mid-February for study
beginning fall 1985. Contact
Douglas Alder at 750-2715 for more
details.

0

FRl~20

□ Alternative Cinema Series presents Akira Kurosawa's
Academy Award winning Dersu Uzala (The Hunter) at 7 and
9:30 p.m. in FAV 150. Tickets are $3 at the door.
D 3:30 p.m.
□ Pi Alpha Kappa "Get the Fog Out of Here " Pany at 8:30
p.m. in the Pi Kap house.
□ Honors Program Interactions Brainstorming Party at 7
p.m., 368 E. 900 N .._basement.
0 Friday Night at the Tute presents Hawaiian Night with
Gidget Cots Hawaitan·at 7 p.m. Dance following.
DSC Movie War Gamts in the SC Auditorium at 7 and 9:30
p.m.
DSC Midnight Movie The Gradumt in the SC Auditorium.
□ Plant Science Club is selling cider from non to 4 p.m. in
the SC Basement.

Pi Kappa party
Once again the brothers of the Pi
Kap Alpha fraternity present the
"Get the Fog Out of Here" party,
Jan. 20 at 8:30 p.m. Everyone is invited. It should be a "killer of a
time." For more information contact Craig or Marc at 752-4249.
Co!'t is $1.

SAT~2l

Finanical aid begins
Financial aid activities for the
1984-85 academic year will begin
the week of Jan. 23 at USU. On
Jan. 26, 27 and 30 the Financial
Aids office will hold application
workshops on the 1984-85 application, covering the changes in the
form and processing requirements.
The workshops will be at 11:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. in the SC
Theater.

□ Nigerian

Student Union general meeting, SC Senate
Chambers, Room 336, at noon. Refreshments will be provided. All Nigerian students welcome.
□ Newman Club meeting followed by a movie marathon,
Newman Hall at 7 p.m. Refreshments will be servt-d.
□ Baptist Student Union movie SpeakingFra11kl;·
About Srx
from the marriage enrichment film series, Biology Building at
7 p.m.
□ Frisbee Club practice each Saturday in the Fieldhouse from
6 to 8 p.m. Bring your own frisbee.
□ STAB winter formal in the Ballroom at 8 p.m.
□ Basketba ll : USU v. CSU/LB at Long Beach.
□ Women's basketball: USU v. CUS at Fort Collins.
DSC Movie War Gamts in the SC Auditorium at 7 and 9:30
p.m.
DSC Midnight Movie The Graduau in the SC Auditorium at
midnight.
DSC Saturday Matinee Absent Mindtd Professorin the SC
Auditorium.

Dance class taught
by U of U professor
Guest artist Loabelle Mangelson,
professor of dance at the University
of Utah, will conduct an hour-long
master class in modern dance Jan.
21 at 10 a.m. m HPER 215. No
dance experience needed. Everyone
is welcome. Wear loose comfortable
clothing No shoes. There is no
charge.

MON~23
□ Central American Solidarity Coalition movie Sttd 1i'mt of
Hope, Eccles Conference Cemer, Room 307, at noon
DlnternationaJ Folk Dancing teaching and rC'quests, HPER
102 at 7 p.m.
□ Gymnastics: USU v. U / Denver at Logan at 7:30 p.m.
DSC Movie Stn_,:mgin thr Rain in the SC Auditorium at 7
and 9:30 p.m.

All club,. organization•.
individuab
and univcnity dcpartmcntl
intc.-t'1tcd in putting their ncw1worthy announcement,
in the For
Your Information 1ection or on the Statmnan calendar 1hould complete a form available at TSC 315. Deadline, for announcement ■
arc- Tuc1day and Thursday at 10:00 a.m. and Friday at 2:00 p.m.
for publication in the: next regular iuuc.

TODAY'!IFORECAST,

~~•

Continuf"d c-old with some fog. Highs n(';u I dt•gn·<.·.lA>ws
about -15.

TOMORRo-..,•s

FORECAST,

lnt<.'llS<'c-old continues with possible sno,\ showt•rs. Highs
abou1 I degrt'c. Low around -15.

1

v•.

Mann' ■ Triplu
- Trmu of f."~,,,.,nt. Suddni lm~t. U"'°"""°"
}an.(,, 7,rphn, Friday and Saturda)· midnigh1 movic-sClod Wcml.o..v,;
A,umal Hotm, Fmt Blood 752-7762
Utah - Hc,t Doi 752·30'2
Redwood - 7111Budd~ ~ylltm 752-5098.
Cine-ma - Solo 753-1900.
Capitol - Sn.,, Cry Wolf 752-7521
Ballyhoo Thutcr - Clo1ed for repain until furthc-r notice,

Smithfield.

